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KEROSENE SPACE HEATERS

UNVENTED UNVENTED
Wgri WST* MODEL SUB-12A-3400 MODEL SUR-24A-3404

° A\ ,JJ? ,-’-| In this bail unit, Preway re-introduces a kero- Attractive appearance, high capacity and compact
sene heater that was famous for performance ness are combined in this heater to give you the

JB . twenty-five years ago now refined and im- most in total economy. Twin 11,000 BTU wick burn-
B A W m M proved to make it better in every way. 11,000 ers provide 22,000 BTU input per hour. Three quart
W X ĤHp* BTU wick burner. Blue steel upper case, black fuel tank is integral part of each burner. Louvers are
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Kjjfc as a gentle, pleasant stream of tropical . I Ml
lemands ' It's the most useful, recommended ' ' 1 ** i?sk

I extra you can have. The blower is auto-p Oil burning - '.r™ matic, turns itself off and on as the
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lit Economizer tt-e nftwbf heater warms or cools. . > •• /^HrIW^F
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